Morton Supplies, Inc.

New and
Retreated Tires

Providing Tire Excellence

Tire Expertise at work for you
OUR MISSION: To provide World-Class quality new and retreaded tire products,
as well as services, regardless of brand
For over 30 years our family-owned operation at Morton Supplies, Inc. has been producing
retreads, with a family member involved at every level. Since 1979, Morton Supplies, Inc. has
exceeded customer’s expectations through dedication, commitment and family values in their
products, services, and quality. Committed to our CUSTOMERS, we are continually investing in our
production facility and equipment to provide the best products and services available.

Flexible solutions for your business

WE DELIVER……

Morton Supplies, Inc. strives to deliver the BEST in HIGH-VALUE low-priced new
and retreaded tire products
We understand the tire industry and your company’s desire to satisfy all the needs of your



New Tires

customers. Through our extensive knowledge and capabilities in tire retreads, we can help you do



Retreaded Tires

just that. Our RETREADS are a low-cost alternative to new tires, saving you and your customers



Wheels: Used and New

money. Our state-of-the-art retread facility manufactures tires of all sizes and can custom build a



Tire Supplies

retread to suit individual needs; we can also provide new tires. Our fully enclosed warehouse
provides easy shipment and receiving of your tire products. Our logistic system can ship across
town or around the world to any point. Our products are fully insured and warranted for materials
and workmanship.

“Every minute of every

day around the globe a
vehicle rides on a Sure
Cure Retread.”
Fred Schmidgall,
President

Providing Tire Excellence

New Tires
Our extensive brands and dedicated tire
network provide quality NEW tires to fit
everyone’s specification and application.
Our wide variety of tires incorporates the
latest technology.

How We Can Help You
In today’s economic climate, everyone is looking for ways to cut costs and save a little bit of money.
With the high cost of tires, companies see tires as an investment. Our RETREADS are an
environmentally-friendly way to keep that investment from hurting the bottom line too much.
Morton Supplies, Inc. can work with your business to offer customers individualized tire programs
to reduce your tire and tire maintenance costs through a combination of quality new and used tires

Retreading - GO GREEN
When it comes to RETREADS, we
customize to your casing and your needs.
Our retreading service covers: industrial
tires, medium truck tires (Intermodal bias
through X-1 455/55R22.5), light truck
tires (15” to 19.5”), OTR, skid steer and
specialty farm tires such as planter ribs.

aligned with superior tire support and products.

Morton Supplies, Inc. Quality Retreads
Retreading Technology that meets your business’ needs
Morton Supplies, Inc. custom builds QUALITY RETREADS to anyone’s specification and application.
We provide a wide selection of tire retreads that provide optimized wear designs and various
shoulder designs for improved stability. We have a large stock of casings from around the world
which allows us to supply you and your customers with the exact tire retreads required.


All our retreads are electronically inspected before and after the retread process.



We custom buff and build each tire inflated to retain the neutral profile of the tire.



Our RETREADS prove to be environmentally friendly – a new truck tire requires
22 gallons of oil compared to 7 gallons to produce a RETREAD truck tire.



Our RETREADS save between 60-80% of the comparable new tire cost.



Our RETREADS provide the SAFETY and DURABILITY of any comparable new tire.

Providing Tire Excellence

TIRE SUPPORT
With a central location in Morton, IL, near the center of the U.S. and the crossroads
of the Interstate and Rail hub of the nation, our products can be easily distributed,
shipping nationally and internationally.

We look forward to talking with you further about how Morton Supplies, Inc. can
fulfill your business needs to improve the bottom line of you and your customers.
To find out more about any capability or services of Morton Supplies, Inc., please
give us a call or visit our website www.mortonsupplies.com

Tire Services
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